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One – Worlds Collide (2012)

  

    01. Tomorrow’s Not Too Late  02. Queen of Rock N’ Roll  03. Dirty Little Secret  04. Never
Live for Yesterday  05. She’s Bad  06. Worlds Collide  07. I Want You to Know  08. Daddy
(Don’t Wanna Be Like You)  09. If You Could Only See  10. Livin’ a Lie  11. Days Gone By  12.
We Are One    Musicians:  Danny Rossi (Vocals),   Chris Staniforth (Guitar),   Phil Hardy
(Bass),   Rudy Occhionero (Drums).    Rock/Hard Rock from Montreal, Canada.    

 

  

"Put out an album and tour your ass off!" This is the formula for success that ONE believes in. It
is a formula that allows the band to connect with people in a way only a touring band can. The
want for fan connection is why ONE has played roughly 500 shows over several tours since
2009. "Someone very successful in this business once told us that Pounding the Pavement is
the way to make it in music. This is why we keep at it and never give up. Success is not
overnight. We also love every minute and experience of what the road offers", says guitarist
Chris Staniforth.

  

Their 3rd offering "Worlds Collide" was a little nerve racking to release due to the fact that is
was so diverse. Of course an artist wants to believe their most recent is always the best, fans
will always be honest with the work. And it is an honest collection of real emotion on this cd.
"From the title track which shows our deeper more aggressive side to a tune like "Never Live for
Yesterday" which bleeds more emotion...it is an album with something for almost everyone"
says singer Danny Rossi.

  

After signing with Pavement Entertainment, work began to make ensure that the album got the
opportunity it deserves to be heard. "Our songs always come from a real place. Something we
experienced or believe in, honesty with our listeners is very important to us,” adds Rossi.
"Signing with Pavement meant we could reach more of them"
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Sticking to the formula that has made the band successful to date. ONE hit the road supporting
label mates Tantric. An experience not soon to be forgotten. It gave the guys a chance to
experience a National tour for more than a couple of days. "Everyone in the Tantric crew were
great. It didn't take too long for us to enjoy going to work every night," Adds Rossi.

  

ONE's commitment to work hard and record new material is already in the works. The boys plan
to enter the studio March of 2015. For the next record the band will be returning to work with
Slaves on Dope guitarist and Uplift productions owner Kevin Jardine. "As we have said many
times before, he is great to work with. He doesn't try to change the essence of the band. He just
adds to an already good working formula and environment,” adds Staniforth

  

The band also added a new member recently. New drummer Sean Pothier has joined the ONE
family. "He brings a different feel to the band. His influences are giving the songs a different
twist, a very welcomed breath of fresh air". Says Bassist Phil Hardy.

  

"Our new offerings are coming out a little heavier. Anyone who liked our more rockin' angry
tracks are going to love what we have in the works right now. It is just all coming together
naturally so why fight it!” With 3 already released albums, and 4th in the works, Solid touring
roots and a solid ONE family. ----facebook.com
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